ADVANTAGE 2.0
The new Generation
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ADVANTAGE 2.0

„iNOEX has more than 10 years of experience in fully automated dimensional
changes. Therefore we believe that we
are the best partner when it comes to
choosing the right system for dimensional
changes. Our new product generation
ADVANTAGE 2.0 stands for an excellent
pipe quality and a very easy and comfortable product handling.“
Rainer Kottmeier
Managing Director
Head of Extrusion Group
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Components

ADVANTAGE 2.0
THE NEW GENERATION

ADVANTAGE 2.0
Vacuum seal

ADVANTAGE 2.0
MELT GAP ADJUSTMENT

ADVANTAGE 2.0
CALIBRATION SLEEVE

ADVANTAGE 2.0
PIPE SUPPORT

The forming chamber reduces the
lengthy change of die sets on the
extrusion die.

The heart of the ADVANTAGE 2.0 technology is the revised calibration sleeve.
All dimensions from 75 to 630 mm and
their corresponding pressure classes
are infinitely and easily adjustable. The
available extrusion die will continue to
be use.

Flexible pipe supports operating on the
principle of pipe screws or the „chain
principle“ allow not only a secure
but also a centric guiding of the pipe
inside the vacuum tank.

One die for all product dimensions!

Infinite dimensional changes!

Secure guiding, constant extrusion
height!
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Dimensional changes

New operating speed for
haul-off unit
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New position of
saw blades

Change of caterpillar
position

FULLY AUTOMATED DIMENSIONAL CHANGES
IN 2 STEPS!
ADVANTAGE 2.0 control being the superordinated control system is able to access all
sections of your extrusion line. A recipe for every pipe dimension is stored in the 21“ TouchScreen-Terminal. The respective pipe recipe contains all parameters ADVANTAGE 2.0 needs
for an automatic extrusion line adjustment:







Interior diameter for calibration sleeve
Mass throughput
Haul-off speed
Height of pipe support
Working point of the adjustable seal
Vacuum in the vacuum tank

STEP 1:
For an upcoming change of pipe dimension, the line operator just selects the desired recipe
ADVANTAGE 2.0 control takes care of the rest.
 In accordance with the new recipe, the mass throughput rate of the extruder is adjusted
to the new operating point, to this end the gravimetric system is given a new set value.
 When the recipe has been changed, the interior diameter of the calibration sleeve will
be adjusted to the new pipe size. If necessary, the gap of the forming chamber will be
adjusted, too.
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New opera
flexible vac
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Forming chamber

ONE EXTRUSION DIE FOR ALL SIZES!
GAP SETTING: HIGHEST FLEXIBILITY
Extend your process windows with ADVANTAGE 2.0 forming chambers – highest flexibility based on a simple mechanism.
ADVANTAGE 2.0 forming chambers dispense with time-consuming die set changes on the extrusion die.
The melt flow is deflected after it has passed the basic die set pursuant to which it is given a new size in wall thickness and
diameter. The new melt orientation is obtained by 4 segments which can be opened and closed. ADVANTAGE 2.0 forming
chambers are available for PE pipes from 32 to 400 mm.

ADVANTAGE 2.0 forming chamber FK 160 segments open and closed

ADVANTAGE 2.0 forming chamber FK 250 without and with gap
setting
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Calibration sleeve

INFINITELY ADJUSTABLE!

Electronic flow meter

Early cooling

ADVANTAGE 2.0 calibration sleeve VK 250

The heart of the ADVANTAGE 2.0 technology is the completely revised flexible ADVANTAGE
calibration sleeve. It features a very large adjustment range of 1:1,8. Within this range all
dimensions and their corresponding pressure classes can be set, infinitely and fast, and the
available extrusion die remains in use.
The ADVANTAGE 2.0 calibration sleeve is made up of inlet segments and the familiar calibration sleeve which is adjustable by synchronized motors to any diameter within the working
range. The inlet zone consists of a number of segments which allow radial movement in two
rows. Channels inside the inlet segments contain water for secure sealing of the vacuum
tank. Moreover, the water instantly cools down the pipe. Directly behind the inlet shutters,
the pipe and the inlet segments are thoroughly cooled by way of water spray nozzles. Additional spray nozzles are mounted on top of the calibration cage. The calibration cage consists of two levels of diagonal wrap-around bands which are linked in their crossing points.
This forms a tubular body made of grids with a perfectly round inner contour to allow the
production of a homogeneous surface free from spots or stripes. Contraction or expansion
of the cage will precisely change its interior diameter, i.e. the exterior pipe diameter. Adjustments of the inlet segments are synchronized to adjustments of the calibration cage.

ADVANTAGE 2.0 calibration sleeve VK
250 smallest/largest diameter

ADVANTAGE 20. calibration sleeve was specifically designed to allow an intensive cooling, a
high reproducibility of dimensional settings and a high pipe and pipe surface quality. Among
other features to achieve these targets, the cooling water quantity is electronically set and
stored with the pipe recipe. The new drive concept for the shutters increases reproducibility
of the settings and reduces maintenance. ADVANTAGE 2.0 calibration sleeves can be mounted into available vacuum tanks or into an iNOEX iVT vacuum tank.
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Pipe support

SECURE GUIDANCE, CONSTANT EXTRUSION
HEIGHT!
FLEXIBLE PIPE SCREWS FOR PIPE DIAMETERS OF UP TO 400 MM.
A perfect pipe support for all pipe dimensions. The conically shaped bearing surface is turned to a point where the top half
circle equals the currently produced pipe diameter.

ADVANTAGE 2.0
pipe support

Pipe dimension
[mm]

RU 125 2.0

25 - 125

RU 160 2.0

32 - 160

RU 250 2.0

50 - 250

RU 400 2.0

63 - 400

RU 500 2.0

90 - 500

RU 630 2.0

200 - 630

RU 800 2.0

450 - 800

RU 1000 2.0

630 - 1000
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ADVANTAGE 2.0 Seal

RELIABLE VACUUM!
Flexible ADVANTAGE 2.0 seals are suitable for the perfect sealing of vacuum tanks. The innovative foam seal is used for pipe
dimensions ≤ 630 mm, for larger pipe sizes the compact segmented seal will be the appropriate choice.

FOAM SEAL.
Flexible ADVANTAGE 2.0 seals feature a very large working range of 1:4. They consist of two foam bodies of simple and
robust design. The foam bodies are saturated with water to obtain an excellent sliding effect.
When the ADVANTAGE 2.0 seal was designed, special attention was given to the choice of the elastomer foam. The special
iNOEX seal foam is particularly abrasion-proof and wear resistant. Moreover, it has a high resistance to ageing and operating
temperatures and it is long term resistant to organic components in water. The seal can be changed easily.
ADVANTAGE 2.0 seals are available with either a manual setting mechanism or an automatic control. For manual adjustment,
the operator only has to pull a lever to adapt the foam seal to a new pipe dimension. This is ideal for the retrofitting of extrusion lines. When the system is actuated automatically, it is implemented into the ADVANTAGE contol unit and becomes part
of the automated line tracking process.

BENEFITS:
 Reliable vacuum inside the tank
 Large working range of 1:2 for each
foam body and 1:4 for the total seal
 Compact design
 Adjustable to any diameter in the
working range
 Continuous manual or electrical adjustment to changing pipe
dimensions - no interruption of the
production process

ADVANTAGE 2.0 Foam Sealing FD 250

ADVANTAGE 2.0
seal
FD 125 2.0

Pipe dimensions [mm]
with foam body 1
63 - 125

Pipe dimensions [mm]
with foam body 2
32 - 63

FD 250 2.0

125 - 250

63 - 125

foam seal

FD 400 2.0

250 - 400

125 - 250

foam seal

FD 630 2.0

355 - 630

180 - 355

foam seal

Seal type
foam seal
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iVT vacuum tank, iKT cooling tank

INNOVATIVE VACUUM TECHNOLOGY!
INTELLIGENT COOLING PROCESS.
iVT vacuum tanks represent a new product line by iNOEX. These tanks are designed specifically for the installation and the handling of ADVANTAGE 2.0 components. The modular
concept features vacuum lenghts of 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 m. A continuous cooling process for
a large range of pipe diameters is obtained through two separate spray bar systems equipped with revised spray cones.
iNOEX pipe support systems offer a perfect lateral support of the pipe to ensure an optimum
central guidance throughout the whole vacuum tank. Ovality is reduced to a minimum and
even very heavy pipes are safely manageable.
Intelligent frequency-controlled pumps permit a very energy-efficient and low-noise vacuum generation. Energy savings of up to 60 % are possible.

IKT: EXCELLENT COOLING AND THE IDEAL COMPLEMENT
FOR IVT.
The iKT cooling tank features an easily adjustable double cone pipe support. It is a perfect
complement for the fully automated ADVANTAGE 2.0 concept. Another plus is that the iKT
cooling tank requires only one set of slotted seals for all pipe dimensions.

iVT and iKT working ranges:
Tank
iVT / iKT 160

Pipe dimensions [mm]
32 - 160

iVT / iKT 250

50 - 250

iVT / iKT 400

63 - 400

iVT 500

90 - 500

iVT / iKT 630 / 655

200 - 655
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NEW VISUALIZATION.

The future-oriented and platform-independent concept allows visualization as a website by way of an easy integration
via browser. As such, the iNOEX user interface is displayable
on all web-enabled devices. The multi-touch surface allows
an intuitive navigation through gestures (zooming, wiping).
Operation is carried out by way of installed widgets. On
the interface, the user is free to configure, add or remove
the widget‘s size or information value, just as he wishes. As
such, the user has constant access to his most important
applications (favourites).

FAST CUSTOMER SUPPORT VIA
TEAMVIEWER
 Direct global support via remote control
 Easy configuration, no VPN gateways
 Adherence to the highest safety standards

Process visualization
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